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Introduction: Sustainable 
Investing Becomes Key 
for Insurers 

Insurers must embrace the new Sustainable Investing paradigm…

Sustainable Investing has become inevitable. Few topics have featured as 
prominently in recent years both across mainstream media and on the agendas 
of insurance investment decision-makers. At the root is the urgency of the 
Environmental, Societal and Economic issues the world faces. 

It is estimated that climate change alone could cost the world economy 3% of 
GDP by 2050.1 Not only does global warming cause environmental destruction 
and economic costs, it has also become the “ultimate risk multiplier” for society, 
causing economic disparity, broad damage to health, unmanageable migration and 
tensions between nations. 

Insurers and other institutional investors are increasingly being called upon to 
play their part in the efforts to alleviate these issues through a more sustainable 
investment paradigm. National and supranational regulators are accelerating this 
imperative. One way is by implementing guidelines meant to channel investments 
towards activities designed to either mitigate climate change or foster our 
adaptation to its consequences. This creates new and near-term obligations for 
insurers in an already-challenging investment environment. 

1. The Economist Intelligence Unit, Global economy will be 3 percent smaller by 2050 due to lack of climate resilience, 20 November 2019, https://
www.eiu.com/n/global-economy-will-be-3-percent-smaller-by-2050-due-to-lack-of-climate-resilience/.
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… on the heels of a complex decade, and in the 
midst of a crisis without precedent…

For the last decade, insurers have grappled with 
the need to generate investment returns in a low-
rate environment. The uncertainties that plagued 
the global economy not only hindered visibility, 
but also impeded returns. Investor sentiment 
often swung between worst-case scenarios 
and optimism in mere days. Issues between the 
United States and China, Brexit, tensions with Iran, 
and social issues in several European countries 
generated volatility for many of the riskier asset 
classes, with stronger spikes occurring ever more 
rapidly. 

Insurers juggled tightening regulation and changing 
accounting standards as well. The integration 
of Solvency II requirements into their asset 
management decisions and operations required 
significant resources. New requirements made 
certain performance-enhancing asset classes 
more costly in terms of regulatory capital. Listed 
European insurers became subject to IFRS 9, the 
new accounting standard for financial instruments. 
The likely result will be stronger linkages between 
the volatility of their investments and the volatility 
of their reported income. 

These challenges placed further pressure on 
pricing and margins in many insurance segments, 
leading to industry consolidation in many countries. 

The Covid-19 pandemic has few if any precedents 
in recent history in its repercussions on the 
economy and financial markets. While the 
prospects for the world economy have improved, 
the speed of recovery is likely to be quite uneven 
across geographies and sectors. Uncertainty 
remains high, notably with regards to the duration 
of accommodative monetary policies and interest 
rate levels.

A Constraint, or an Opportunity? 

Against this complex backdrop, how can insurers 
best meet the challenge of Sustainable Investing? 
Is it another portfolio constraint? Or can 
Sustainable Investing be a source of opportunity 
and added value? 

We offer a Guide to navigating these issues. Our 
Guide first clarifies What Sustainable Investing 
is, and defines key terminology. We then examine 
Why it makes sense for insurers to integrate 
sustainability criteria into their general account 
investments and unit-linked policies. Next, we 
analyse How Sustainable Investing can be 
implemented in insurance asset management. We 
will follow these with a chapter offering specific 
examples of the impact of Sustainable Investing 
on risk/return profiles. In the final section, our 
Guide offers a first look at Sustainable Investing 
results during the Covid-19 crisis. 
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1.	What?	-	Defining	
Sustainable Investing 

Sustainable Investing, Responsible Investing, ethical portfolios, ESG, green financial 
products – in recent years, few topics have generated as much jargon as we have 
seen for Sustainability in asset management. This baffling array of terminology 
and the resulting lack of clarity has contributed to a certain degree of scepticism. 
Clarifying concepts and agreeing terminology is an important first step in tackling 
Sustainable Investing. Creating a common and workable understanding across 
your organisation is vital to coherent policies and efficient implementation.

Responsible Investing, Sustainable Investing and Impact are particularly 
fundamental concepts to clarify. These concepts and their key characteristics, 
as well as the various expressions used, are outlined in Figure 1. More detailed 
descriptions follow in the text. 
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1.1. Responsible Investing 

Some investors focus on the notion of 'Responsibility' and align their investment 
decisions with ethical, religious or cultural considerations and principles. They 
feel morally responsible and accountable for their actions when investing. 
Responsible Investing is also known as Ethical Investing, or Socially Responsible 
Investing. 

In Responsible Investing the starting point is not sustainability as the primary 
objective. Put another way, the main objective is not to pursue Environmental, 
Social and Governance (ESG) opportunities. Rather, the goal is to align 
investments with certain values. Of course, these values may also help achieve 
positive Environmental or Social impact. It is just that this is not the primary 
objective of Responsible Investing. 

Responsible Investing 
Ethical Investing 
Socially Responsible Investing

Sustainable Investing
(“in the narrower sense”)

Impact 
Impact Investing

Focus on moral responsibility and 
accountability 
Alignment of investment 
decisions with certain values, 
such as ethical, religious or 
cultural considerations

Sustainable & Responsible Investing
Sustainable Investing (“in the broader sense”)

Combination of the two concepts described above, i.e.:
 

Responsible Investing + Sustainable Investing “in the narrower sense”
= 

Sustainable & Responsible Investing, 
also known as Sustainable Investing “in the broader sense”

Focus on sustainability 
The assessment of environmental, 
social and governance (ESG) risks and 
opportunities is part of investment 
decisions in order to generate better 
long-term risk-adjusted returns
Corporate stewardship

Investing with the explicit intent of 
generating positive, measurable social 
and/or environmental effects
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1.2. Sustainable Investing 

Some investors focus more on the concept of 'Sustainability', by assessing 
Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) risks and opportunities to enhance 
long-term risk-adjusted expected returns. Put simply, Sustainable Investing is the 
integration of ESG dimensions into company and country analysis and investment 
decisions so as to better manage risks and/or generate consistent long-term 
returns. 

Sustainable Investing is about maintaining and preserving capital in the long 
run. It fosters sustainable economic development and growth. This relationship 
with financial performance suggests that incorporating sustainability dimensions 
into investment decisions can be pursued even by those investors whose sole 
purpose is financial performance.

Investment approaches vary in terms of the specific ESG indicators considered, the 
way they are incorporated and the outcomes they create for insurance portfolios. 
However, the inclusion of these extra-financial considerations, together with 
corporate stewardship, forms the bedrock of any Sustainable Investing approach. 
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1.3. Sustainable and Responsible Investing

The principles of Responsible Investing, and of 
Sustainable Investing, can be combined and 
thought of as Sustainable and Responsible 
Investing. 

Sustainable and Responsible Investing is nowadays 
often simply referred to as Sustainable Investing. 
Moving beyond the original definition we offered 
in section 1.2 above, the more current definition of 
Sustainable Investing is somewhat broader, now 
often including elements of Responsible Investing. 

From here on in this Guide, when we say 
Sustainable Investing, we will be using this broader 
and now more –widely used definition. We will 
simply say Sustainable Investing to  encompass 
both Sustainable and Responsible Investing. We 
will use the phrase 'Sustainable Investing' to refer 
to the various ways in which investors integrate 
ESG considerations into their investments. Thus, in 
this Guide when we say Sustainable Investing, we 
also mean to include the more ethical approach 
we referred to as Responsible Investing.

1.4. Impact investing

Impact Investing has the explicit objective of 
generating positive, measurable, social and/
or environmental effects. As a new investment 
category, the definition lacks consensus.  

There are several types of Impact Investing. In 
many cases, the objective is to achieve positive 
impact while also generating competitive financial 
returns. Examples include private equity impact 
funds, green bonds and social bonds. There are 
also variants of impact investing in which below-
market financial returns are deemed acceptable. 

While Impact Investing represents a relatively 
small portion of the global investment universe, it 
is a rapidly growing area of interest for investors. 
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